Shopping for Batiks
Monday I told you that I was cutting a quilt from scrap batiks
fabrics that had been gifted to me. Well I got as far as I
could and then I needed more fabric.
me to go shopping.

Saturday was the day for

I needed neutrals for the Garlic Knots quilt that I had
started cutting. I almost have everything cut out except for
the neutrals.
batiks.

I think this is going to look awesome in

As I was cutting the scraps up into pieces for my scrap users
system, many pieces were 2 1/2″. That got me thinking….I was
sure there was a Bonnie quilt that used 2 1/2″ pieces. Yep.
This one, Texas Tumbleweeds. Well I might as well get the
stuff for this. We have a wedding this fall and this would be

a perfect project.

Then I noticed that there were a lot of green 2″ scraps in the
bag….that got me thinking. I remembered that my friend Connie
had mentioned that she was planning on making Scrap Crystals
from Bonnie Hunter’s More Adventures with Leaders and Enders
book and do it batiks. WOW! I loved the idea and it would
make perfect use of all the green 2″ scraps that were in the
bag.
I ended up cutting most of the blue scraps into 2″
strips and all of the green into 2″ squares. I could tell I
would be short blue but I had all of the green I needed except
for sashing…so I needed sashing and neutrals again.

That meant a shopping trip. I decided to go to New Hampton.
There are two shops there and two shops is better than
one…right?
First I went to Material Magic.

I got quite a haul.

Want to see? Lots of neutrals, all in

batiks. I know fabrics can mix but I thought being I’ve not
done a batik quilts before, I wanted to do it up right and go
all batiks. I got quite a few…honestly, I got a cut of all
the neutrals that they had. I also saw that they had a strip
of 2 1/2″ strips and I grabbed that too.
great for the Texas Tumbleweeds quilt.

That would work

I got this for Garlic Knots. I got enough for the stones in
the border and enough for the binding.

I got this for Texas Tumbleweeds. I was a little disappointed
when I got home though as I forgot to get fabric for the
blocks that have the brown. Oh well. I’ll go back another
day.

I got the bottom fabrics for Scrap Crystals…and the top jelly
roll was a whim. I’m not completely sure what is going where
but that’s what I got.

All of that was 30% off as Material Magic, in New Hampton Iowa
recently announced that they are closing. The sisters have
been running the store for 22 years were recently approached

by someone asking to purchase the store. They thought the
timing was good and are selling. They are starting to offer
liquidation sales….it might be worth a trip if are you localish.
The ladies always offered great friendly service.
definitely be missed.

They will

I betting I’ll be back to get a few more things before they
close for good.
From there I stopped at Quilters Window…also in New Hampton.

They don’t a big selection of batiks…I got a cut of all the
neutrals they had and selected a couple blues too.

I am so excited to cut into these and be sewing with
batiks….sometimes, it’s the little things.
No shopping trip is complete without a stop at the thrift
store….Shirts were 25 cents each.

I’ve been passing some on to a blog reader.

I’m guessing

she’ll get a few of these but not the orange one you can see
in the back of the pile. That one is MINE! I have so many
now that I only keep of couple of my very favorite hard to
find ones and pass the rest on.
So that was my shopping trip. It’s been a long time since I
shopped at a quilt shop more than simply running in and
grabbing a cut of fabric to finish a project. I love a little
stack of quarter yard cuts of fabric….I don’t know if the
check out lady loves cutting them for me…but that’s my
standard request.
A quarter yard please….I make mine
scrappy!!

